









Stepping Forward: Reconciliation and the Good Relations Agenda in Organisational Practice in Northern Ireland
Derick Wilson
“The other is the limit beyond which our ambitions must not run and the boundary beyond which our life must not expand” (Niebuhr 1952 in Shriver 2005).

Reconciliation activity in Northern Ireland commenced in the mid-1960s with voluntary initiatives that brought together groups of students of the post-war era, school children, returned development volunteers and trade unionists with an international perspective and church people with an ecumenical vision (Wilson 1994). Later more people committed to reconciliation activity who were motivated by concern for the increasing inter-communal violence and clashes with security forces that accompanied the emergence of the Civil Rights campaign in February 1967 and internment on 9 August 1971 (Barton 1998, <http://cain.ulst.ac.uk/events/crights/chron.htm>). These ‘intentional’ reconciliation activities included residential programs , holiday play schemes, ‘education for mutual understanding’ programmes between schools and youth facilities, cross tradition meetings, political dialogue groups and support groups for the families of both victims and imprisoned perpetrators of violence. They helped to transform reconciliation from something that occurred on the periphery, narrowly defined in terms of conflict between two opposed traditions, to a task that today makes a significant claim on the policy and expenditure profiles of the governments of the United Kingdom and the Republic of Ireland. 
Reconciliation recently became a central policy measure for all departments within the Northern Ireland administration, a legal requirement and the basis for a triennial policy review process (Rt Hon. John Spellar MP 2005).​[1]​ The central role of reconciliation has been strengthened by the Equality and Good Relations legal requirement under the Northern Ireland Act 1998 (Section 75 1 and 2) and the duty placed on public bodies to promote good relations between people of different religious beliefs, political opinions and racial groupings.
This chapter outlines the way in which reconciliation in Northern Ireland has been promoted through civil society groups and actors.  It draws on my experience since 1965 with the practice, research and policies associated with trust-building and reconciliation. The new policy and strategic framework under the banner of Good Relations has the potential to connect the work of local government and community organizations, regional bodies and Government through the promotion of improved community relations across traditional divides. This means that citizens committed to reconciliation – whether out of civic duty, a moral imperative, a faith perspective or a desire for a more interdependent world – should now be supported by the activities of public institutions, civil servants and community agencies. 
However, while the Good Relations agenda draws on a range of compliance measures that did not exist 40 years ago, and is rooted in equality law, human rights standards and other important legal instruments, there is a pressing need to establish commonly supported institutions with the ability to deal with societal issues on a non-partisan basis. Although sensitive issues can now be addressed at a deeper level as meetings between the families of victims and Republican and Loyalist groups and state actors responsible for partisan violence occur, reconciliation is an ongoing, multi-dimensional process which encompasses personal, political, structural, economic, cultural and religious elements. In drawing on the new framework, actors need to be conscious of how reconciliation can be diluted and made complicit with partisan identities, particularly where sponsoring organizations weaken their commitment to secure a baseline of good citizenship. 
In addressing these concerns, this chapter focuses primarily on how volunteers, people engaged in community activity and the staff of public institutions and civil society can be helped to maintain a mental model of citizenship that prioritizes equality and difference and to remain vigilant to giving primacy to the dynamics of  feeding partisan loyalties. The discussion offers illustrations of practical engagements with reconciliation in school, youth and community programs, in which people of Catholic and Protestant backgrounds were brought together, and political workshops held with regional and local politicians from Nationalist, Unionist, Loyalist and Republican traditions, beginning in 1965. These activities were primarily associated with the Corrymeela Community, an ecumenical reconciliation community with a residential centre in Ballycastle, a fieldwork base in Belfast, and the ‘Future Ways’ program at the University of Ulster. 
Work at these sites was guided by a desire to challenge the persistent operational preference in both government and non-government practice for addressing community relations and reconciliation at its most visible points of failure. An exclusive focus on urban ghettos, victims, paramilitaries, children and young people, condemns community relations activities to a centre–periphery paradigm that presumes a healthy core of society that is subject to manifestations of sectarian violence on the margins. 
In fact, outside the obvious points of greatest stress, it is within organizational and institutional cultures that tension and mistrust in Northern Irish society have been contained, due to silence and legislative exclusion from the public domain. The introduction of the Good Relations agenda provides an opportunity to recognize this operational blindness and to address it via targeted efforts to promote cultures and behaviours that deepen mutual recognition and trust.
This chapter is divided into three sections. The first explores the idea of ‘ethnic frontiers’ and its application to reconciliation practices in Northern Ireland. The second offers illustrations of how individuals, community groups and civil society organizations can build bridges across painful divides in ethnic frontiers. Drawing on these illustrations, the final section offers some principles for practicing reconciliation.
Reconciliation and Good Relations Work in an Ethnic Frontier
The Future Ways program was established in 1985 with support from the Joseph Rowntree Charitable Trust, the Lawlor Foundation and the Understanding Conflict Trust. The purpose of the program was to engage practitioners and academics working in the field of reconciliation to develop:
A rationale for underpinning community relations practice (1985–91);
Community relations practice within the experience of people on the periphery (1991–96);
Quality community relations practice to challenge central institutions (1997–2002);
The operational core to trust-building (2002–2007).
Frank Wright, a member of the program, conceived of reconciliation work as taking place within ‘ethnic frontiers’ (Wright 1996, 510). Ethnic frontiers are places of divided loyalties and opposed national identities that are geographically close to different and often historically competing national identity centres. They are characterized by the inability of one group to dominate. For this reason peace, such as it exists, can only be an uneasy compromise. The main dynamic in this context is the deterrence of one tradition by the other, alongside attempts to secure the might of historically aligned national neighbours. Conflict emerges mainly in the systems of law and order and opportunities for employment, education and freedom of cultural expression (Wright 1987). 
Other members of the Future Ways program, Derick Wilson and Duncan Morrow, in collaboration with Karin Eyben, proposed interweaving the principles of equity, diversity and interdependence into reconciliation practices (Eyben, Morrow and Wilson 1997).​[2]​ Wilson and Morrow also developed research that promoted an educational practice of dealing with contested and sensitive issues, and political understandings that underpin learning in an ethnic frontier (Morrow and Wilson1994; Wilson 1994; Morrow 1994). The following draws heavily on these practices, Wright’s concept of an ethnic frontier and the practice of visualising conflictual dynamics was used by Libby Keys with other Future Ways members, to enable people to explore their place in mixed tradition groups.
Seeing One Another as Equal and Different in an Ethnic Frontier
Recognising one another as equal and different citizens is hard in a conflict situation. People more readily see members of opposing traditions as ‘others’ and often learn about them in their absence. This makes it possible to ridicule and demean without being accountable for your views. In an ethnic frontier such as Northern Ireland, the nature of communal conflict is such that institutions and organizations can be experienced as partial to one or other competing group. For example, staff of public and voluntary agencies can unwittingly collude with a narrowed communal identity if they are not encouraged to challenge partisan forms of practice. Partisanship is detrimental to community work and public service practice, since it goes against the principle of inclusive working and the values of the ‘public good’, which directly oppose bigotry and demeaning others.
A minimum need in a society moving out of conflict is that people are brought into environments in which the other is included. This places an onus on staff to represent or advocate for the other, especially in their absence. In doing so, the conditions are created for the other to take up a place within the structure. This may involve meetings between people from politically opposed traditions where each person is able to experience how their place is secured through the actions and attention of those they view as different (Girard 1977,1978). Reconciliation between equal citizens is then an outcome of new relationships and structures where each has their place. 
The following example of an exchange at a trade union group gives a glimpse into how such new relationships can be formed in practice: 
George (a Protestant) spoke over coffee with the facilitator. He was embarrassed that he did not know that Francis, who was also in the group, had recently had someone in his family killed by loyalist terrorists. “When I met him before, I said nothing about the incident”. George spoke of now wondering whether Francis would think that he didn’t care, couldn’t be bothered or even supported loyalist paramilitaries. The facilitator asked him, if he felt able, to speak to Francis, making his regret and sorrow known and clarify that things were clear between them. It turned out not to be an issue for Francis who said, “How were you to know George?” George spoke about this to the group, provoking group members to look at how sectarian differences get caught up with human life in such ways. They can make relationships tense unless people move beyond the stage of being unsure or embarrassed with each other (Trade Union Group, Wilson 1994).
When people in a contested society are brought together with those they have had no real relationship with, or have experienced only in terms of societal conflict, they readily see them as a danger; someone to fear. A secure relational environment can be empowering for both parties if it is established with the intention of assisting people to understand the dynamics at work, and enables them to become subjects shaping their own lives, not mere objects of others’ manipulations and narrower cultural constraints (Wilson 1994, 142–197).
The following exchange at a Community Relations Linked Weekend Group provides some insight:
A young woman spoke: “My brother is in the security forces and one day on patrol they were spat at and called names. That evening a colleague of theirs was shot dead. The next day, when they arrested a Catholic, they took their anger out on that man and gave him a ‘good hiding’”.
Siobhan spoke of her hatred for the security forces: “Even though I don’t like it, I have a sense of ‘yo’ every time a soldier is killed. My earliest memory of a soldier was him dragging my father out of our car and splaying him across the bonnet and beating him up”. 
Sam said: “Hearing you speak of joy at security force deaths makes me angry and fearful because my family has people in the security forces. They would never do that to anyone”.  
Seamus said: “I almost resent my father for being a policeman and putting our whole family at risk”. 
Sinead said “I don’t believe this is happening, we’re just getting at it like on that diagram”.
Sandy said “I disagree, for me we are talking together and listening too. I would have been more fearful before this meeting if all this had been said, now I don’t feel so much fear” (Community Relations Group Discussion, 1990, Wilson 1994).
If people are brought together in an environment that is structurally committed to diversity and guided by a program that promotes an interdependent society they can foster relationships that erode partisan identities. This work can be fragile but successful practice is possible and has been documented (Fitzduff 1989; Wilson 1994; Wilson and Tyrell 1995). The following is such an account:
When a close relative was killed by a paramilitary group, I could feel myself moving away from the mixed friendships I had and move more towards my immediate family circle. The unanimous way they all condemned the action, those in church and all I had known for many years, was a comfort to me. They were such a strong support for me. I even began to agree with sectarian comments they made, which I would never have associated myself with before. Through this all, my Catholic friends kept in touch, they visited me and my relatives. They were not put off by the hardening in my attitudes or the strong feelings against Catholics that developed in the area after the shooting. They saved me from becoming bitter and, in the end, I moved back to them again and away from remaining extreme. Some of my Protestant friends moved this way too and they’re grateful the Catholic friends stuck by us (Adult Cross-Community Discussion, Wilson 1994).
Hope for the future is difficult to sustain when you are engrossed in local conflict, with the fear and uncertainty it generates. Yet the provision of such hope, without trivialising the conflict or overstating the extent to which trust develops, is vital. Everyone has a ‘culturally good reason’ for the position they take. Often it is based on the personal, political or social beliefs and experiences that surround people. As the example below illustrates, these beliefs are often held firmly and pervade social life:
In our town centre, if you’re young and male, you know not to walk on the side of the street that does not belong to your tradition. There are shops we identify as being ‘one side’ or ‘the other’ and you stick to them. A boy got his head split when he walked on the wrong side, a gang of boys smashed a hardware shop window, took out a large shaft from it, and proceeded to lay into him with it. Any outsiders on the wrong side get beaten up (Wilson 1994).
Further, the influence of beliefs and traditions about whom to fear or distrust can erode more fragile experiences of meeting people across the divide: 
Few choose to meet each other, unless there is some initiative taken by schools, churches or other organisations to which they belong. At the same time, being together, people began to understand the importance of community relations work taking people beyond separation, avoidance and politeness. At the end of one such discussion between people who had studiously avoided contact back home but became very friendly on a residential course, the advice from one, before the entire group, was: “I give you permission to hit me if I walk past you again back home (Access  Group, Wilson 1994).
However, it is possible for people to change their attitudes from ones of violence to peace (Fitzduff 1989). Such transitions occur more often when civic organizations and public institutions prioritize mutual understanding.​[3]​ Relationships develop faster and are more sustainable if the people involved belong to a wider organizational structure that is committed to the same purpose (Wilson and Morrow 1996). As the following example illustrates:
I am the trade union shop steward in a firm that has always employed people from all traditions. Our boss was killed; he was shot down in his office by terrorists. The car used by the killers was found some time later. Because it was near to where some employees from a different religious tradition to the boss live, some of the work force turned on them. I took it upon myself to drive them home every day after that for some time. I know they had nothing to do with it (Shop Steward, Wilson 1994).
Promoting Equity Diversity and Interdependence
Reconciliation practice that supports good relations needs to be developed within a framework that works as if change is possible. A ‘mental model’ that promotes equal and different citizenship is one way to establish, or re-establish, a value base that acknowledges others as gifts rather than threats (Senge 1994, 6). After more than 35 years of conflict, the language of reconciliation is still part of the political and institutional discourse of Northern Ireland. However, there is an urgent need to change the way people from competing traditions relate, given the growth in racist attitudes and behaviour over recent years (Institute of Conflict Research 2005).
To enable staff within civic organizations and public institutions to challenge the mental model of partisanship, there must be an organizational insistence that every person is an equal and different citizen sharing the one place. In a contested society, this is not a simple practice to uphold. Enhanced separation and distinction between cultures, and exclusion among them, can make partisanship appear the easier option, as the following remark shows:
My house was on the peace line and I have tried for years to keep contact going between the two sides. As a Protestant member of a cross-community project, I came under attack from my co-religionists when the area was tense. My colleague, the chairperson of the project, was Catholic.  We stood by each other. We both had our houses petrol bombed, me by hard line Loyalists, she by Republicans (Adult Peace Group Member, Wilson 1994). 
In Northern Ireland, it is common to maintain a distance from those viewed as different. Some people prefer outright separation, but avoidance and politeness are practised by almost all. Subsequently, opportunities to meet across lines of perceived difference are held hostage to more broadly held fears, as the following makes clear:
In our town Catholics and Protestants are not afraid of each other, but there is a certain ‘standing off’ from each other. Protestants are very much the majority. There are Catholics in the town who are civil servants and a lot of police officers too. All the locals agree that if there is any trouble it is caused by outsiders coming into the town.  Any feelings of ambiguity on this, or any people who support political violence, keep quiet (Wilson 1994).
Those facilitating discussions, meetings or other forms of engagement need to help people understand the complexity of individual experiences and the group dynamic at work, in order to promote a recognition that even in a society characterized by an ethnic frontier, people are deeply interdependent.  To illustrate: 
In our work we were one community of women who knew each other through and through. There was no mention of politics and religion, and some went to one another’s celebrations, weddings and all. When the trouble started, somehow there was a discussion that we did not want any harm to come to anyone on the work floor. When we heard of anything happening in our areas we would tell each other, so no one ran the danger of being ambushed on the way in or out of work (Trade Union Seminar, 1991, Wilson 1994).
Individual staff working to improve community relations, and the organizations and institutions to which they belong, are also at risk of being undermined or influenced by partisan settings and attitudes. It is extremely challenging work and informal or tacit organizational cultures can weaken the policy and structures designed to promote citizenship and ease with difference (Eyben et al 2002). 
Applying the principles of equity, diversity and interdependence in organizations means ensuring that boundaries are fair and equitable; affirming the equality and difference of each person; and developing relationships based on mutual understanding. Staff should be encouraged to acknowledge experiences of partisanship, racism or discrimination in their own lives and to recognize the responses that these different dynamics evoke. They also need to be supported in their efforts to generate a more open and shared society. 
Supporting and Sustaining Reflective Practice
In current government policy and more broadly, there is increasing engagement with the theme of building a shared society but this needs to be extended and deepened. A mental model of citizenship is essential for linking work with communities to a wider policy program of economic sustainability and future vitality. Public servants and civic leaders in business, trade unions, faith traditions and communities therefore need to question whether they are actively promoting a model of equal and different citizenship or implicitly supporting partisanship. 
Northern Ireland remains a country of ‘innocent people, in which those who would damage community relations are always others and never us, yet somehow we end up where we are… On the old and well-tried principles of safety first, people profess their commitment to a common future, but first construct their defence’ (Morrow et al 2002). To overcome this, reconciliation and good relations work must be underpinned by the experience of change, of its possibility. Supporting an abstract concept like ‘change’ is one thing; creating mechanisms that allow people ‘to change’ is another. The first step is to move away from a pre-occupation with policies that promote change and instead to develop ways in which people can actually experience it. 
Generating reconciliation and good relations between people from different traditions is primarily a task for the state, public institutions, civic boards and adult society.
In the experience of the Future Ways program with elected councillors, local councils, voluntary and community agencies and the police service, participants have needed the assurance of support for the reconciliation and good relations agenda from all the policy and institutional levels in which they work. ​[4]​
Reconciliation and good relations practice must be linked to policies and structures that deal with the wider dynamics of violence and the need for community safety.
The system of law and order needs to hold individuals to account, diminish fear within the wider population and erode tendencies towards retaliation and revenge. When this happens citizen-based societies are strengthened, when this fails, partisanship grows (Wright 1987). 
Day-to-day practice in public and civic institutions and organizations must promote openness, fair treatment and the need for good community relations.
Relationships among staff and with clients need to be open and trusting, and should be underpinned by a structure that is at ease with difference. It also needs to be made clear that solidarity with one tradition or group over another, implicitly or explicitly, diminishes the values of reconciliation and good relations practice.
Reconciliation and good relations practice works toward real change in people's lives.
Real change means existential change in people’s lives, in their being and their actions. This places an onus on the state to examine whether the current systems of law and order, including those governing access to employment, education and cultural expression promote equality of opportunity or generate conflict.
The need to work ‘as if change is possible’ demands a new openness within organizations and examination of the changes required to promote a culture of inclusion. 
Conclusion
Reconciliation practice is both about healing past relationships and establishing relationships with those on the other side of the force-threat continuum (Wright 1987). It is about creating a new platform on which all previously opposed parties and traditions meet to secure a citizen based society.
	From 8 May 2007, Northern Ireland looked into a shared future when the leaders of the historically opposed Democratic Unionist Party and Sinn Fein agreed to lead a devolved Executive and Elected Assembly. Community-based reconciliation practices helped to ensure that political reconciliation remained a goal in Northern Ireland. The thread of trust-building that has existed within civil society since the early-1960s has informed and, in some cases, facilitated meetings among current political leaders on sensitive and difficult issues. 
Against the background of political and civil society, and alongside a willingness to engage across lines of distrust and hatred, there is now an opportunity for the broader good relations agenda to be embraced as ‘common sense’ between diverse citizens.  These citizens are applying their energies to create respectful relationships in which the talents, promise and latent abilities of all are released to embrace the economic, educational, social and intercultural challenges of cementing a new peace and building a sustainable future where past fears are dissolved. 
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^1	  The ‘Good Relations’ practice evolved from British Race Relations legislation and the Equality and Good Relations legislation (NI). 
^2	  In 2005, this proposal was incorporated as the foundation principles of the 'Shared Future' public policy statement, see: OFMDFM 2005, 1.
^3	  The Probation Board for Northern Ireland (and other public bodies) have developed Good Relations as a strategic and operational objective and proposed a Good Relations policy for staff and organisational culture as well as for client relationships and the communities it serves. A number of councils such as Ballymena and Belfast have done likewise. For further information, see: < http://www.pbni.org.uk/> 
^4	  For example, Western Routes, 2002, PBNI 2006 and Belfast City Council Good Relations Working Group 2006.
